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Family Run for 30 years
Contact Fabrications – established in 1988, we are a reputable family business that blends
traditional values of friendly customer service with a modern, forward thinking approach. We work
closely with our clients and all associated parties, listening to their requirements and ensuring that
each project is completed on time and within budget.
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For the assembly we use our own extrusions
direct from the mill. On arrival the aluminium
goes through a 7-stage dipping process to
clean, etch and polymer seal the extrusions both
inside and out. This gives protection against the
elements and forms the base for the perfect
powder coating process.

After this the extrusions are then dried and sent
through our powder coating nozzles, once
coated the extrusions then pass through our
24m oven to achieve the finish that is
guaranteed to keep colour to within 2 pan-tones
over 15 years for all architectural finishes.

Once coated a selection of the extrusions then
go on to be wood grained using the sublimation
process. This produces up to colour
30 variations which also get the
15-year guarantee.

The next stage is to assemble the gates using a
screw and cold-weld polyurethane adhesive
process like that of the prestige car market. The
automation strengthening and corners are all
reinforced and bonded at the same time.

The advantages of this process are the exceptional strength of the finished gate and the ability to coat the
product fully inside and out which gives a superior and more durable paint finish over other processes.

Automation
An automated gate makes your life more
comfortable, easy and beautiful.
Forget the inconvenience of having to open and
close your gate manually; with one simple movement you can operate it from the comfort of your
home or car.
Make a style choice, for you and your property.

Enhanced Security
The biggest reason and benefit for having electric
gates is to achieve better security at your property
or premises. Households can rest assured their
possessions will remain protected, while businesses don’t have to worry about expensive
assets being stolen. Electric gates not only make
it harder for individuals to access your property or
premises, they also act as a deterrent.

Designs
As we manufacture in house, We can customise any order to suit your specific requirements. This
Includes plank layout, mixing of plank sizes and the creation of unique gates by combining different
colours and finishes.

Colours & Extras
Need a different colour? We can powdercoat your gate any colour.
We have additional options for locking systems, mailboxes and detailing. visit our website for more info or
choose your options on our online quotation form.

Driftwood

Black Ash

Savannah Oak

Royal Oak

Kwilla

Teak Brown

Light Oak

Southern Cherry
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